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This paper explores how core principles of archives and museums -- provenance, context, and
original title -- are applied within particular historical contexts and how, in their applications, they
show themselves to be historically dependent constructs. At three moments in time, the theories of
evolution, race, and culture area shape those principles in ways that fundamentally mold the
museum’s collections, interpretations, and displays of Native Americans and their objects at the Field
Museum of Natural History in Chicago. For many archivists, it has almost become an unchallenged
article of faith mysteriously reaching into distant history or the French Revolution and unknown
French, German or Dutch scholars that the above principles are imbued with significance and
fundamentally immutable. But when these assumptions are challenged in the course of a work day,
we tend to find it difficult to explain in detail why these are actually significant on the ground, in our
mundane labors of appraising, arranging, describing, exhibiting and shaping history. Studying the
scientific paradigm of evolution at the founding of the museum in 1894, the politically
virulent/opportune theories of race at the museum’s famous and gigantic Hall of Races in 1933, and
the long legacy of the presumably innocuous concept of culture area from the 1930s to the 1990s
allows us brief glimpses into how theories, vagaries of funding, personalities involved and other
factors known to inform social reality and history, shape the application of these principles and hence
what museums and archives do.
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